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BERNARDO CANAL
View of  St. Mark’s Square

with the Campanile and the Basilica



BERNARDO CANAL
Venice, 1664-1744

View of St. Mark’s Square with the Campanile and the Basilica
Oil on canvas, cm. 93x130
 
The splendid painting depicted here is rightly attributable to the painter Bernardo 
Canal’s hand, as also emphasized by Professor Ugo Ruggeri (with a written 
communication to the owner).
It is in fact a different and autonomous elaboration of the figurative theme already 
tackled by the artist in the canvas with the same title, part of a series of five views 
already in the Salom collection of Venice, bearing the signature “Bernardo Canal 
Fecit 1734”, which constitute the first and most certain documentation of Canaletto’s 
father.

The canvas presented here differs, from the one in the Salom collection and the 
others of the group, for a closer view of the place and for a different and very varied 
morphology and arrangement of the ‘macchiette’. Both innovations derive, as usual in 
Bernardo, from Canaletto’s inventions as identifiable in the painting of the Fitzwilliam 
collection.

The painting shares, with the Salom version, the pictorial execution for both the 
definition of clouds torn in diagonal, bright and shiny at the same time, and the 
representation of the ‘macchiette’ small in size, but rendered with effective volumetric 
synthesis. The outcome reminds in part Carlevarijs, but above all Antonio Canal, in 
particular for the prospective vision system.

The comparison with the already available Salom’s canvases allows to place this view 
in the most advanced stage of Bernardo Canal’s activity, probably within the fourth 
decade of the eighteenth century.

Beautiful testimony of Venetian landscape painting, imposing in its large dimensions 
(93x130 the canvas, 125x160 with its elegant golden frame).

The work is available for export.


